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State-Aware Dynamic Frequency Selection Scheme
for Energy-Harvesting Real-Time Systems
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Abstract— With the increasing deployment of battery-powered
embedded systems such as sensor nodes in extreme environments,
harvesting renewable energy from ambient environments to
achieve near perpetual operation of a system has attracted
considerable research efforts in the recent past. In this paper,
the authors propose a dynamic frequency selection scheme
for energy-harvesting real-time systems. The proposed scheme
characterizes the state of a system from the perspectives of
system utilization and harvested energy with respect to a certain
period of time. A portion of the battery energy is allocated to a
group of tasks in the period of time by jointly considering the
system utilization and energy state, and the operating frequency
is selected based on the allocated energy. The derived operating
frequency is fine tuned to further enhance energy efficiency when
overflow occurs. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed scheme. Compared with the state-of-the-art
scheme that decouples the energy and timing design constraints,
the proposed scheme achieves comparable deadline miss rate
when the battery capacity is lower than 5000 J and achieves
about 11.5% lower deadline miss rate when the battery capacity
is greater than 30 000 J. The proposed scheme also outperforms
the benchmarking scheme in energy efficiency. When the battery
is near a full charge or overflow occurs, the proposed scheme
incurs less energy waste when compared with the benchmarking
algorithm, which is favorable for autonomous operation of the
system. Furthermore, the time complexity of the proposed scheme
is one order of magnitude lower than that of the benchmarking
scheme, which makes the proposed scheme well suited for
dynamic scheduling.

Index Terms— Dynamic scheduling, real-time systems,
state-aware frequency selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

POWER and energy management has become a critical
issue in designing real-time embedded systems, especially

for battery-powered systems that operate in harsh environ-
ments [1]. These systems are generally deployed in extreme
environments where human beings have no access and replac-
ing a battery is not practical. Hence, it is desirable that the
deployed system itself can harvest energy from the ambient
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environment to sustain its perpetual operation. Energy harvest-
ing is essentially the conversion of renewable generation into
electricity to power electronic devices. Of renewable energy
generations, harvesting energy with photovoltaic (PV) array is
one of the most popular techniques applied to extract solar
energy from the ambient environment.

Extensive research has been conducted in two aspects to
improve the efficiency of scavenging and utilizing solar energy.
The first aspect of research focuses on obtaining the maximum
power output from a PV array. Various PV array maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) techniques were summarized
and compared in [2]. It has been shown that the two-stage
IncCond [3], [4] and the current sweep [5] MPPT methods
are appropriate for residential areas, which can be further
combined with the irradiance forecasting scheme presented in
[6] to estimate the energy output.

The second aspect of the research investigates the system
level methods to efficiently exploit the fluctuating energy
produced by the solar panel. In [7], the authors prototyped
the use of solar energy to power wireless sensor networks.
Environment-aware task-scheduling methods were presented
to help improve the energy efficiency in distributed system
with communication constraints. In [8], throughput optimal
and mean delay optimal energy management policies are
identified for a sensor node with an energy-harvesting source.
These policies can make the system work in energy neutral
operation. In [9], the authors presented a feasibility test for
the fixed priority and earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling
policies under energy constraints. With the feasibility test, a
scheduling scheme was proposed with considerations of the
battery capacity and the context switch between the battery
recharging mode and discharging model. The design and
implementation of a solar-powered system called Prometheus
was presented in [10]. The system can operate for an extremely
long duration for the wireless sensor network mote-Telos.
A similar design was presented in [11] that prototypes a sen-
sor node called Heliomote with energy-harvesting capability.
A lazy scheduling algorithm (LSA) was presented in [12] that
postpones the execution of a task as late as possible. The
optimal start time of the task is derived under the assumption
that the task executes at the constant processor speed until
its deadline. In [13] and [14], the authors presented a set of
algorithms and methods to optimize system performance
subject to given energy constraints. The target application
scenarios include real-time scheduling, application rate control
as well as reward maximization. Both continuous parame-
ters (such as the instantiation rates of tasks and amount of
computation) and discrete levels of services are considered
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to maximize the utility of energy-harvesting systems. These
methods optimize system performance that allows smaller
solar cells and smaller batteries; however, energy savings are
not considered in these designs.

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) technique has been widely
utilized to save energy in energy-harvesting systems. In [15],
the authors proposed an EDF-based real-time scheduling algo-
rithm for uniprocessor energy-harvesting systems that jointly
considers the constraints from the energy domain and from
the time domain. However, the algorithm schedules tasks at
a fixed frequency and does not employs DVS technique for
energy management.

The LSA presented in [16] is extended in [17] to enable
energy savings by using DVS. When a task arrives, it is pushed
into the ready queue, and the runtime schedule is updated for
all tasks in the ready queue in two major steps.

1) The lowest possible processor speed is found for all tasks
in the ready queue.

2) The energy availability of the system is checked. If the
available energy is not enough, the execution of the
current task is delayed such that the task has enough
energy to finish its execution, and the schedule of all
remaining tasks is verified. Otherwise if enough energy
is available, the execution of tasks follows the schedule
generated in the first step.

This process repeats whenever a new task arrives, which incurs
a time complexity of O(M2 N), where M is the number of
tasks in the ready queue and N is the number of frequency
levels supported by the processor.

The above works adopt a design strategy of decoupling
the energy constraint and timing constraint to meet system
requirements and improve system performance. However, the
energy constraint and time constraints interact, and decoupling
the two design constraints may unnecessarily lead to task
deadline violation. Scheduling a task at the lowest possible
operating frequency stretches the execution of the task, which
essentially steals the time quota of the remaining tasks. Some
of the remaining tasks may miss their deadlines due to lack
of time quota, even if there are plenty of energy.

Imagine a system that contains a processor supporting two
frequency levels ( f1 = 500 Hz and f2 = 1000 Hz) and has
three real-time tasks. The arrival time, absolute deadline, and
execution cycles of each task are given by a triple, that is,
τ1: {0, 1.2, 500}, τ2: {0, 1.5, 250}, and τ3: {1, 1.5, 300}. The
task schedule generated by the existing schemes [17] is shown
in Fig. 1(a). At t = 0, task τ1 and τ2 are in the ready queue
and are scheduled to run at f = 500 Hz. τ1 is supposed to
finish at t = 1, τ2 is supposed to finish at t = 1.5, and the two
tasks meet their deadlines. At t = 1, the execution of task τ1
is finished, τ3 arrives, and the task schedule is updated. Task
τ2 and τ3 are in the ready queue and are scheduled to run
at f = 1000 Hz. Task τ2 is supposed to finish its execution
at t = 1.25 and task τ3 misses its deadline at t = 1.5. The
timeline at the bottom of Fig. 1(a) illustrates the execution of
the three tasks.

The proposed scheme considers the scheduling of tasks in
a period of time called feasible interval. As is illustrated in
Fig. 1(b), the feasible interval at t = 0 contains all the three

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Motivation example. (a) Scheduling strategy of existing schemes
[17]. (b) Scheduling strategy of the proposed schemes.

tasks, which are supposed to operate at f = 1000 Hz. The
task schedule at t = 0 indicates that the task τ1, τ2, and τ3 are
supposed to finish their execution at t = 0.5, 0, 75, and 1.3,
respectively. The timeline at the bottom of Fig. 1(b) indicates
that all the three tasks meet their deadlines.

In this paper, the authors propose a dynamic scheduling
scheme that jointly considers the system energy availability
and system utilization state. The proposed scheme first char-
acterizes the state of the target system from the perspectives
of system utilization and harvested energy. It then allocates
a portion of the available energy to the group of tasks in
the ready queue based on the amount of energy produced
by the PV array and the value of system utilization. The
operating frequency for the group of task is selected accord-
ing to the allocated energy and the selected frequency is
fine tuned to further improve energy efficiency. It is also
noteworthy that the proposed scheme is much simpler when
compared with the existing schemes. Its time complexity is
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Fig. 2. Architecture diagram of an energy-harvesting real-time system.

one order of magnitude lower than that of the benchmarking
scheme. Experimental results show that the proposed dynamic
scheduling scheme achieves a comparable deadline miss rate
and higher energy efficiency as compared with the state-of-
the-art schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces system architecture and models. Section III char-
acterizes the system in terms of system utilization state and
system energy state, and describes the proposed global energy
allocation strategy based on the two states. The state-aware
frequency selection algorithm is proposed in Section IV.
Section V presents the experimental results and analysis, and
Section VI concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MODELS

The target energy-harvesting real-time system consists of
three major modules: the energy source module, energy stor-
age module, and energy dissipation module. As is described in
Fig. 2, the energy source module scavenges energy from the
environment at the power of ph(t), and the energy dissipation
module drains energy from either the energy source or storage
module at the rate of pd(t). When the harvested energy is
more than the energy consumed by the dissipation module,
the extra energy is stored in the energy storage module. The
typical example of an energy dissipation module is a processor
that schedules and executes real-time applications.

A. Energy Model

The energy source module converts the renewable gener-
ation such as solar, thermal, and wind energy to electrical
energy. Let ph(t) denote the harvesting power and Eh(t1, t2)
denote the energy scavenged from the environment during the
interval [t1, t2], then Eh(t1, t2) is expressed as

Eh(t1, t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ph(t)dt . (1)

Part of the harvested energy is consumed by the micro-
processor and the residuals are stored in the energy storage
module. For the case of solar energy, the energy source module
is a set of solar panels that outputs the energy of Eh(t1, t2)
during the interval [t1, t2]. The energy storage module is
typically in the form of a super capacitor or a battery. The
battery capacity is in general deemed to be limited. Let Ecap
denote the capacity of a battery, and E(t) denote the residual
energy in the battery at the time instance t , then the inequality
E(t) ≤ Ecap holds.

The target processor is an example of energy dissipation
module. The power consumption of a CMOS device can be
modeled as the sum of dynamic power consumption and static
power consumption. The average dynamic power consumption
pd can be estimated by a strictly increasing and convex
function, that is, pd ∝ f 3 [18]. Let ps denote the static power
consumption of a device, Isubn denote the sub-threshold leak-
age current, and I j denote the reverse bias junction current,
then the static power consumption of the device is given by
ps = Vdd Isubn + |Vbs|I j , where Vbs is the body bias voltage,
and Vdd is the supply voltage [19]. The total energy (Edemand)
consumed by a processor during an interval [t1, t2] when a
real-time application executes is hence estimated by

Edemand = (t2 − t1) × ps +
∫ t2

t1
pd(t)dt . (2)

B. Power Prediction Model

It has been shown that accurate prediction of the harvesting
power is crucial to the efficiency of the optimization tech-
niques for energy-harvesting systems. Power prediction mod-
els have been extensively investigated in [20]–[23]. In [20],
the authors investigated autoregressive model, neural networks
model, and the adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) model. The three models were compared with predict
half-daily values of global solar irradiance with a temporal
horizon of three days. Khatiba et al. [21] reviewed the linear,
nonlinear, and artificial intelligence modeling techniques, and
compared the three models in terms of the prediction accuracy.
In particular, the artificial neural network models were utilized
to model and predict the solar energy for different areas in the
world in [22] and [23].

In this paper, the exponential moving average approach [24]
is adopted to predict the harvesting power of the system.
The exponential moving average is a forecasting technique
that applies the exponentially decreasing factors to time series
datum. The exponential moving average for a series can be
calculated recursively, that is

x̂t = α × xt + (1 − α) × x̂(t−1) (3)

where x̂t is the exponentially smoothed estimate at the
time instance t , xt is the observed value at the same time,
α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is the degree of weighting decrease, and
x̂(t−1) is the smoothed estimate at the previous time instance.
The exponential moving average approach is adopted in the
proposed scheme to estimate both the long-term and the short-
term harvesting powers. Since it assigns a larger weight to
the more recent data, the short-term estimate is more accurate
when compared with the long-term estimate.

C. Task Model

Consider a scenario that real-time tasks in a ready queue are
ordered using the EDF policy, and the task at the head of the
ready queue is to be executed on a DVS-capable processor. It is
assumed that the DVS-capable processor supports N discrete
operating frequencies { f1, . . . , fN }, and fi < f j holds for
i < j . The power consumption of the processor varies with
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frequency scaling. Let pi indicate the power consumption of
the processor at the frequency fi , then the power consumption
of the processor at different frequency levels can be modeled
as {p1, . . . , pN }.

The timing characteristics of a task τi is modeled using a
triplet τi : {ai , di , ci }, where ai is the arrival time, di is the
relative deadline, and ci is the worst case execution cycles of
the task. The absolute deadline of task τm can be expressed
as am + dm . Let sti is the start time to execute the task,
and assume that the task is scheduled to be executed at the
frequency fk , then the execution of the task cannot start until
it arrives, and must finish before its absolute deadline, as is
described by the inequality

{
ai ≤ sti
st i + ci

fk
≤ ai + di

(4)

where ci/ fk gives the worst case execution time of the
task. Note that the task τi can be either a periodic task or
an aperiodic task, and the proposed scheme can handle the
scheduling of both types of tasks. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the execution of a real-time task is preemptable. That
is, when a task of higher priority arrives, the execution of
the current task of lower priority is preempted. When the
preempted task is resumed for execution, it may execute at
the same or different processor speed, depending upon the
system state.

III. PROPOSED GLOBAL ENERGY ALLOCATION STRATEGY

The energy and timing design constraints are decoupled
in [17] to reduce design complexity. In [17], when a new
task is coming it is first push into a queue. The real-time
tasks in the queue are then scheduled at the lowest possible
processor speed and the workload is evenly (with respect
to time) allocated to the processor. The energy constraint
is considered when the task schedule satisfying the timing
constraints is generated. All the available energy is allocated
to the task being scheduled, and if the available energy is not
enough to finish the task, it is dropped and removed from the
queue. This process repeats whenever a new task comes, which
results in a high design complexity that is not well-suited for
dynamic scheduling.

On one hand, on assigning a large portion or if even all
of the available energy to the task being scheduled increases,
the possibility that remaining tasks miss their deadlines. This
is because the task consumes too much energy and remaining
tasks may not have enough energy to finish their execution. On
the other hand, assigning a small portion of available energy
to the task being scheduled will prolong its execution since it
has to execute at a relatively low frequency. The current task
consumes extra CPU time and the chances that the remaining
tasks miss their deadlines increase even if there are plenty of
energy. In fact, energy and timing design constraints interact,
hence need to be jointly optimized instead of being decoupled.
This section describes the proposed global energy allocation
strategy that enhances energy efficiency and reduces task
deadline miss rate by considering the overall system workload
and energy availability. The proposed energy allocation policy

assigns available energy to a period of time based on the
system utilization state and the system energy state, as is
detailed below.

A. System Utilization State

The system utilization is defined to be the sum of utilizations
of all tasks in the system. The state of a system can be
described by its utilization. When the utilization of a system
exceeds a threshold value, real-time tasks in the system have
higher probability of missing their deadlines due to a small-
scale variation in available energy.

The system is deemed to be overloaded in this case. When
a system is in the overload state, a portion of energy in the
battery is allocated for the system to mitigate the overload
of the workload. This strategy tries to improve the efficiency
of energy and reduce deadline miss rate of real-time tasks. It
is clear that two issues need to be addressed in system state
characterization. The first one is to derive the threshold value
that defines the overload state of the system, and the second
one is to calculate the system utilization with respect to a
certain interval.

Instead of being fixed, the threshold value essentially
changes dynamically within a range to better adapt to the
system state. Let Uth denote the threshold value, and Uth,L and
Uth,H denote the upper bound and lower bound of the thresh-
old, respectively, then Uth is in the range of [Uth,L, Uth,H].
The upper bound Uth,H is typically set to 1. The lower bound
Uth,L is determined by characteristics of real-time tasks in
the task set. For periodic tasks, an offline task schedule
generated by any energy efficient task-scheduling algorithms
gives the optimum or suboptimum operating frequencies of
tasks. Further stretching tasks and increasing system utilization
by scaling down the operating frequencies results in with high
probability an increase in task deadline miss rate. Therefore,
the system utilization of an offline task schedule, which is
calculated as the sum of utilizations of all tasks in the task
set, is defined to be the lower bound on the threshold value.
Since the arrival time of an aperiodic task is not predictable,
the lower bound on the threshold value Uth,L is set to 0 for
aperiodic tasks. When the task set contains both periodic and
aperiodic tasks, the Uth,L is determined by characteristics of
periodic tasks.

Given the upper bound and lower bound, the utilization
threshold value Uth can be easily derived. The Uth is initialized
by randomly picking a value in [Uth,L, Uth,H]. Algorithm 1
describes the procedure to dynamically update the threshold
value Uth that demarcates the boundaries of dynamic system
utilization states. On one hand, if a task is dequeued due to
lack of time, that is, if the system utilization is high and
the task cannot finish the execution before its deadline, the
threshold value Uth is decreased by one step. The decrement
of Uth indicates that the system is more likely to switch to
the overloaded state, thus, more energy is to be allocated
to mitigate the overloaded state, which in turn improves the
timing of real-time tasks. On the other hand, if a task is
dequeued due to lack of energy, that is, if the available energy
is not enough for the task to finish the execution before its
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Algorithm 1 Dynamically Update the Threshold Value
Uth That Demarcates the Boundaries of Dynamic System
Utilization States

absolute deadline, the threshold value Uth is increased by one
step. The increment of Uth indicates that the system is less
likely to switch to the overloaded state, hence less battery
energy is to be allocated to future tasks, which in fact scales
down the processor speed and conserves energy for future
tasks. The step size for threshold adaptation is an empirical
value, and 0.01 is taken in Algorithm 1. In the runtime, when
the system utilization with respect to a certain interval is
greater than or equal to the Uth, the system is deemed to be in
the overload state in the period. Otherwise, it is not overloaded
in this duration.

The system utilization at a time instance is defined with
respect to a certain interval. Suppose a queue named Q1
contains tasks that are ready to execute at time instance t .
Let Dmax denote the maximum of the latest finish times of all
tasks in the queue Q1, then the interval [t, Dmax] is defined
to be the feasible interval at the time instance t . It is clear
that all tasks in the queue Q1 finish their execution in the
feasible interval. It is likely that new tasks arrive in the feasible
interval of [t, Dmax]. Those tasks that arrive and finish their
execution in the feasible interval (t, Dmax] are push into a
queue named Q2, and those tasks that arrive in the interval of
(t, Dmax) but finish their execution beyond the time instance
Dmax are pushed into a queue named Q3. Note that Q1 is a real
queue that contains ready tasks while Q2 and Q3 are virtual
queues that are utilized to illustrate the concept of the feasible
interval. Fig. 3 illustrates the feasible interval at the time
instance t . Three tasks of τ1, τ2, and τ3 of absolute deadlines
of D1, D2, and D3 are ready to be executed at the instance t .
The maximum of the latest finish time of the three tasks is
Dmax = D2. Thus, the feasible interval at the instance t is
[t, Dmax]. It is also shown in Fig. 3 that the task τ4, τ5, and
τ6 arrive and finish their execution in the feasible interval
(t, Dmax] while the task τ7 and τ8 arrive in the feasible interval
but do not have to finish their execution in the feasible interval.
The task τ1, τ2, and τ3 are push into the queue Q1, the task
τ4, τ5, and τ6 are push into the queue Q2, and the task τ7 and
τ8 are push into the queue Q3.

Fig. 3. Illustration of feasible interval at the instance t.

The system utilization with respect to the feasible interval
[t, Dmax] is calculated by considering the tasks in the queues
Q1, Q2, and Q3. The tasks in Q1 and Q2 finish their execution
in the feasible interval [t, Dmax], thus, their contribution to the
system utilization at the instance t is determined.

Two cases are considered for tasks in the queue Q3. In
the first case, the Dmax is deemed to be an equal ratio point
of the execution time of task τi ∈ Q3 with respect to the
feasible interval (ai , Di ) of the task, where ai and Di are the
arrival time and absolute deadline of the task τi , respectively.
In other words, the ratio of the portion of the task τi being
executed before Dmax to the portion of the task being executed
after Dmax is assumed to equal the ratio of (Dmax − ai ) to
(Di − Dmax). As is shown in Fig. 3, the feasible interval
[a8, D8] of the task τ8 is divided by Dmax into two periods,
[a8, Dmax] and [Dmax, D8], and the portions of the task
executed in the two periods are proportionate with respect to
the length of the two periods. This scenario can be viewed as
an average case of task execution. In the second case, tasks
in the queue Q3 is assumed to start execution after the time
instance Dmax, and only tasks from queues Q1 and Q2 will
be executed in the interval [t, Dmax]. As is shown in Fig. 3,
the task τ8 will be executed in the interval of [Dmax, D8] in
this case and the workload in the interval of [t, Dmax] is thus
reduced to minimum.

Assume that tasks in the interval [t, Dmax] operate at
the frequency fk , and let U(t, Dmax, fk) denote the system
utilization with respect to the feasible interval [t, Dmax] at the
frequency fk , then U(t, Dmax, fk) is given by

U(t, Dmax, fk) =

∑
∀τi ∈Q1

ci

fk
+

∑
∀τi ∈Q2

ci

fk
+

∑
∀τi ∈Q3

ci

fk

Dmax − t
. (5)

With respect to the feasible interval [t, Dmax], (5) gives
the system utilization. All tasks in queues Q1, Q2, and Q3
are predetermined for periodic systems, however, tasks in
queues Q2 and Q3 are not known at the time instance t for
aperiodic systems. A simple yet efficient method is designed
in this paper to estimate tasks in queues Q2 and Q3 for
aperiodic systems. The method employs historical data to
predict the total utilizations of tasks in queues Q2 and Q3.
More specifically, based on characteristics of tasks over a
past period of time, the method first picks a time instance
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when task scheduling is performed, determines the feasible
interval at the time instance, and finds the aperiodic tasks in
queues Q2 and Q3 of the interval. It then calculates the total
utilization of tasks in queue Q2 as

∑
∀τi ∈Q2

ci/ fk and the total
utilization of tasks in queue Q3 as

∑
∀τi ∈Q3

ci/ fk , where fk is
the processor operating frequency. Finally, the method collects
a set of consecutive time instances when task scheduling is
performed, applies the exponential moving average technique
to the set to obtain average utilizations for queues Q2 and
Q3, and takes these values as the estimation for utilizations of
queues Q2 and Q3 in the current feasible interval [t, Dmax].

The utilization U(t, Dmax, fk) combined with the threshold
value Uth for system utilization state demarcation is utilized
to define the dynamic system utilization state that determines
the allocation policy of the available energy, as is detailed in
Section III-C.

B. System Energy State

The energy state of a system can be characterized by
the average amount of the harvested energy with respect to
different periods of time. More specifically, when the average
harvested energy with respect to a short period is less than
the average harvested energy with respect to a long period,
the system is deemed to be in low-energy state. Let ps_solar(t)
and pl_solar(t) denote the harvesting power of the system with
respect to a short and long period of time, respectively, and
let Es_solar(t, Dmax) and El_solar(t, Dmax) denote the harvested
energy in the interval of [t, Dmax] based on the harvesting
power of the short and long period, respectively. The har-
vested energy Es_solar(t, Dmax) and El_solar(t, Dmax) are then
expressed as the integral of the harvesting power during the
feasible interval of [t, Dmax], as is given by (6) and (7)

Es_solar(t, Dmax) =
∫ Dmax

t
ps_solar(t)dt (6)

El_solar(t, Dmax) =
∫ Dmax

t
pl_solar(t)dt . (7)

It is clear that when Es_solar(t, Dmax) ≤ El_solar(t, Dmax), the
system is in the low-energy state.

Note that at the time instance t the harvesting power
of the system during the feasible interval [t, Dmax] is not
known in advance. The power prediction models described in
Section II-B are thus utilized to derive the short-term power
ps_solar(t) and the long-term power pl_solar(t).

C. Proposed Energy Allocation Strategy

The system energy available at the time instance t consists
of the energy produced by the PV panel and the energy stored
in the battery. The battery is essentially an energy buffer for
the system. On one hand, the energy produced by the PV panel
is directly consumed by the system, and the excess energy is
stored in the battery. On the other hand, the system derives
energy from the battery when it is in the low-energy state or
in the overload state. This subsection focuses on the allocation
policy for the battery energy based on the system utilization
state and system energy state.

As is described in Section III-A, a system is deemed to
be in the overloaded state when the system utilization with
respect to the interval [t, Dmax] is greater than or equal to
the system utilization threshold, that is, U(t, Dmax, fk) ≥ Uth
holds, where fk is the operating frequency of the system and
Uth is the system utilization threshold. A fraction of the battery
energy is allocated to the feasible interval [t, Dmax] when the
system is in the overloaded state. The amount of the battery
energy allocated to the feasible interval should be large enough
for the system to sustain its operation in the interval at the
lowest processor speed f1 when it is extremely overloaded.
The battery energy allocated to the feasible interval [t, Dmax],
which is denoted by E1, is thus given by

E1 =
{

�U × (Dmax − t) × p1, �U ≥ 0
0, �U < 0

(8)

where the term �U = U(t, Dmax, fk)−Uth is the degree of the
system being overloaded, the term (Dmax − t) 1 s the length of
the interval, and p1 is the processor power consumption at the
lowest operating frequency f1. When the system is strikingly
overloaded, that is, �U is becoming large, the energy allocated
to the interval [t, Dmax] will also increase. It can be seen from
the equation that the allocated battery energy E1 adapts to the
degree to which the system is overloaded.

Similarly, a fraction of the battery energy is allocated to
the feasible interval [t, Dmax] when the system is in the low-
energy state. The system energy state is defined and described
in Section III-B. The amount of the battery energy allocated to
the feasible interval should also be large enough for the system
to sustain its operation in the interval at the lowest processor
speed f1 when it is in very low-energy state. The battery
energy allocated to the feasible interval, which is denoted by
E2, is thus given by

E2 =
{

�Esolar × (t − Dmax) × p1, �Esolar ≤ 0
0, �Esolar > 0

(9)

where the term �Esolar = (Es_solar − El_solar)/El_solar is
the degree to which the system is in low-energy state, the
term (Dmax − t) is the length of the interval, and p1 is
the processor power consumption at the lowest operating
frequency f1. The Es_solar and El_solar, which are given in (6)
and (7), respectively, are the predicted short-term solar energy
and predicted long-term solar energy in the feasible interval
[t, Dmax]. The battery energy E2 is allocated to the feasible
interval when �Esolar ≤ 0 holds, that is, when the system is in
low-energy state; no battery energy is allocated to the interval
otherwise. The predicted solar energy Es_solar and El_solar are
functions of the average harvesting power ps_solar and pl_solar,
respectively, thus the allocated battery energy E2 is closely
related to the average harvesting power.

Considering the system utilization state and the system
energy state, the battery energy allocated to the feasible
interval [t, Dmax], which is denoted by Ealloc, is thus expressed
as

Ealloc = E1 + E2 (10)

where E1 and E2 are given by (8) and (9), respectively. It is
clear that the allocated battery energy (Ealloc) adapts to the
system utilization state and system energy state.
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Note that the battery energy is allocated to a feasible interval
where more than one task are likely to execute. This strategy
regards tasks in the feasible interval as a group when allocating
battery energy and performs the energy allocation computation
whenever a new task arrives. It allocates a portion of the
available battery energy to a feasible interval where multiple
tasks are likely to execute by considering both the system
utilization and energy state, which effectively enhances the
energy efficiency and system performance, as is described in
the next section.

IV. STATE-AWARE DYNAMIC FREQUENCY SELECTION

ALGORITHM

The proposed state-aware dynamic frequency selection algo-
rithm aims at achieving good energy efficiency at a low
computational complexity. The algorithm selects an operating
frequency for tasks in the feasible interval [t, Dmax] based on
the energy allocated to the interval. It first finds the lowest
possible operating frequency for the current task, then selects
the operating frequency for the feasible interval based on the
system utilization state and energy state, and finally adjusts
the operating frequency when the solar energy produced by
the PV panel is excessive. The following subsections describe
the three steps in details.

A. Frequency Selection Based on Utilization and Energy State

As is described in Section II-C, the target DVS-capable
processor is assumed to support N discrete operating fre-
quencies. Let τm be the task at the head of the ready queue,
and let flow be the lowest operating frequency for the task
without violating the timing constraint. The task can finish the
execution before its absolute deadline if the following holds:

am + dm − cm

flow
≥ max{am, t} (11)

where am, dm , and cm are the arrival time, relative deadline,
and execution cycles of the task, respectively, and t is the
current time instance. Since the am, dm , cm , and t are all
known, the lowest processor frequency flow that meets the
timing constraint of the task can be derived using the equation.

Considering the maximum processor-supported frequency
fmax = fN , the task can execute at any frequency between
flow and fmax. On one hand, when the task executes at a low
operating frequency, its execution is prolonged, which may
lead to deadline violation of remaining tasks due to lack of
time to finish the execution. On the other hand, when the
task executes at a high operating frequency, it consumes a
large portion of energy, which may lead to deadline violation
of remaining tasks due to lack of energy. As a result, a
frequency selection algorithm that jointly considers the sys-
tem energy state and utilization state in a feasible interval
is needed to identify the proper operating frequency for
the task.

The state-aware frequency selection procedure given in
Algorithm 2 is expected to produce a processor-supported fre-
quency that jointly considers energy and time to improve sys-
tem performance and enhance energy efficiency. The desired

Algorithm 2 Select the Operating Frequency Based on System
Utilization and Energy State

frequency is denoted by fselect, where select is defined to be
the index of the frequency. The algorithm takes as input the
task τm at the head of the ready queue Q. It first derives the
maximum absolute deadlines of all tasks in the ready queue
(Dmax), which gives the upper bound of the feasible interval
[t, Dmax] (line 1). It then calculates the lowest processor
frequency flow that guarantees the timing constraint of the
task τm using (11) (line 2). The system could be in overload
state or low-energy state in the feasible interval. The battery
energy is allocated to the feasible interval when the system is
in either state, as is given by (10). In addition to the battery
energy, the system consumes solar energy generated by the PV
panel, which is given by (6). Note that instead of the long-
term predicted solar energy El_solar, the short-term predicted
solar energy Es_solar given in (6) is utilized to estimate the
solar energy fed to the system. This is because the short-term
prediction is more precise when compared with the long-term
estimation. The energy supplied to the feasible interval, which
is denoted by Esupply, is hence expressed as the sum of the
allocated batter energy and the estimated solar energy, as is
given by

Esupply = Ealloc + Es_solar (12)

where Ealloc and Es_solar is given in (10) and (6), respectively.
Since Ealloc is closely related to the harvesting power and
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Es_solar is an integral function of the harvesting power, the
supply energy Esupply adapts to the harvesting rate of the
system.

The energy demand for the feasible interval [t, Dmax], which
is denoted by Edemand, is defined as the sum of the static
energy and the dynamic energy consumed during the interval.
Equation (2) gives the energy demand for the interval, and is
rewritten as

Edemand = (Dmax − t) × ps +
∫ Dmax

t
pd(t)dt (13)

where ps is the static power consumption and pd(t) is the
dynamic power consumption of the processor.

The algorithm proceeds to identify the operating frequency
for the current task from lines 3 to 14. It starts from the
maximum operating frequency fmax = fN , examines each
frequency, and breaks the loop when the lowest frequency
flow is reached (lines 4–8) or when the desired frequency that
jointly considers the energy and time is selected (lines 9–13).
Since the lowest frequency obtained using (11) may not be the
processor-supported frequency, the lines 5–8 of the algorithm
map this frequency to the processor-supported frequency. The
algorithm calculates the energy supply in line 9, calculates the
energy demand in line 10, and compares the energy supply
and energy demand in line 11. If Esupply ≥ Edemand holds, the
current frequency is taken as the operating frequency for the
task. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds to the next frequency
level to repeat the process.

If the processor frequency fselect is selected, the timing
constraint of the task is satisfied but the system may not have
enough energy to finish the execution of the task. The energy
needed for the task τm: {am, dm, cm} to finish the execution at
fselect is expressed as

(pd + ps) × cm

fselect

and the energy available for the task τm is given by

E(t) + Es_solar(t, am + dm)

where pd and ps are the processor dynamic power consump-
tion and static power consumption, respectively. E(t) and
Es_solar(t, am + dm) are the battery energy at the instance t
and the harvested solar energy in the duration of [t , am +dm],
respectively. If the amount of the needed energy is greater than
that of the available energy, the task cannot finish the execution
before its absolute deadline. It is then removed from the queue,
and the task variable τm is set to null, as is shown from lines
15 to 19.

The schedulability of the current task being scheduled (τm )
is guaranteed since fselect is limited in the range of [ flow,
fmax]. In fact, the algorithm aims at selecting a frequency for
the task at the head of the ready queue. It considers the impact
of scheduling the current task on remaining tasks from aspects
of both energy and time. All tasks in the ready queue are taken
into account when the energy supply and demand with respect
to the feasible interval are calculated, and it is assumed that
these tasks will execute at the same frequency fselect. This
strategy reduces the probability that the current task consumes

Algorithm 3 Fine-Tune the Selected Frequency fselect When
Overflowing and Derives the Optimal Start Time for Task τm

too much energy and time so that the remaining tasks will miss
their deadlines due to lack of energy or time. The remaining
tasks in the ready queue may not be schedulable at the fselect,
their schedulability will be verified by calling the frequency
selection algorithm when they arrive at the head of the ready
queue.

B. Fine-Tune the Selected Frequency and Derive the Start
Time for Current Task

One of the major goals of designing an energy-harvesting
system is to efficiently utilize the renewable energy. As far as
the proposed design is concerned, the solar energy produced
by the PV panel is directly fed to the microprocessor, and
the excess energy is stored in a battery. The battery capacity
is in general limited, and a battery may not be able to
store all the excess solar energy. This necessitates the fine-
tuning of the selected operating frequency to enhance energy
efficiency.

The energy of the system overflows when the difference
between the available energy and the energy demand exceeds
the battery capacity. In other words, when the excess energy
is too much such that it cannot be stored in the battery, the
overflow occurs. One effective approach to eliminate energy
overflow is to increase the operating frequency of the system,
which can both utilize excess solar energy and generate slack
time for remaining tasks.

Algorithm 3 derives the fine-tuned operating frequency
fselect (lines 4–12) and calculates the optimal start time for
the current task using 14 (line 13). It first checks whether the
current task τm is null (lines 1–3). It then checks whether the
system energy overflows. Let Ecap denote the energy capacity
of the battery in the target system. If E(t)+Es_solar(t, Dmax)−
Edemand > Ecap holds, the overflow occurs. In this case,
the algorithm increases the operating frequency by one level,
updates the energy demand Edemand using (13), and checks
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whether the energy still overflows (lines 5–11). This process
is repeated until the overflow is eliminated or the frequency
fmax = fN is reached without eliminating the overflow. In the
later case, the fmax is taken as the operating frequency for the
current task.

After fine-tuning the operating frequency, the algorithm
derives the optimal start time for the current task, which
is achieved using the LSA [12]. The LSA proposed by
Moser et al. [12] is designed to schedule real-time tasks for
energy-harvesting system under the EDF scheduling policy. It
postpones the execution of a task as late as possible under the
assumption of a constant operating frequency.

Let stm denote the optimal start time of task τm , then stm
can be derived using the LSA scheduling algorithm, and is
given by

stm = max{st∗m , st
′
m} (14)

where st∗m is given by

st∗m = am + dm − E(t) + Es_solar(t, am + dm)

pd + ps

and st
′
m can be derived using the equation

Es_solar(t, st
′
m) − Ecap = Es_solar(t, am + dm)

+ (st
′
m − am − dm)(pd + ps).

The am , dm , pd , and ps are the arrival time, relative
deadline, dynamic power consumption, and static power con-
sumption of the task, respectively. E(t) is the energy in storage
module at the time instance t , Es_solar(t, am + dm) is the
harvested energy from the instance t to the absolute deadline
(am + dm) of the task τm and Es_solar(t, st

′
m) is the harvested

energy from the instance t to the instance st
′
m . Ecap is the

battery capacity.

C. State-Aware Frequency Selection Algorithm

Algorithm 4 outlines the proposed state-aware frequency
selection algorithm by assembling the above described major
steps given in Algorithms 1–3. The system utilization thresh-
old Uth is initialized by randomly picking a value in
[Uth,L, Uth,H], where Uth,L and Uth,H are, respectively, the
lower bound and upper bound on the system utilization
threshold, which is described in Section III-A. The algorithm
maintains a ready queue Q that is sorted based on the EDF
scheduling policy, that is, the task of the earliest deadline is
kept at the head of the queue and is assigned the highest prior-
ity. If the ready queue Q is not empty, the algorithm first picks
the task at the head of the queue as the current task τm and
updates the utilization threshold Uth using Algorithm 1. It then
selects a proper operating frequency by jointly considering
the system utilization and energy state in the feasible interval
(Algorithm 2). The selected operating frequency is fine tuned
when overflow in energy occurs, and the optimal start time of
the task is derived using the LSA (Algorithm 3). If the task
τm is not null, it will execute at the scheduled start time and
frequency. The task is removed from the ready queue and the
τm is reset to null when the execution is finished.

Algorithm 4 State-Aware Frequency Selection Algorithm

The time complexity of Algorithms. 1–3 are O(1), O(M N),
and O(N), respectively, where M is the number of tasks
in the ready queue and N is the processor-supported fre-
quency levels. The overall time complexity of the proposed
state-aware frequency selection algorithm is O(M N). The
time complexity of the benchmarking algorithm presented
in [17] is O(M2 N).

The number of elementary operations of the two algo-
rithms is further investigated for the time complexity analysis.
Let Tproposed denote the number of elementary operations
of the proposed scheme, and let Thadvfs denote the num-
ber of elementary operations of the benchmarking algorithm
HA-DVFS. The Tproposed is then given by

Tproposed ≤ M(N + 1) + 5N + 17 (15)

and Thadvfs is given by

Thadvfs ≤ (M2 + 17M)N

4
+ logM

dmax
+6M + 8 (16)

where M is the length of the ready queue, N is the processor-
supported frequency levels, and dmax is the maximum relative
deadline of tasks in the ready queue.

Fig. 4 shows the log–log plot of the time complexity
for the proposed algorithm and the benchmarking algorithm
HA-DVFS. The plot is based on the number of elementary
operations of the two algorithms running on a processor with
6 frequency levels. It has been shown in the figure that the
proposed algorithm has much lower time complexity when
compared with the benchmarking scheme, which is more
suitable for dynamic scheduling.
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Fig. 4. Log–log plot of the time complexity.

The kernel part of the algorithm is the frequency selec-
tion scheme based on system utilization and energy state.
Unlike the existing work that decouples the energy and timing
constraint [17], the proposed scheme jointly accounts for
constraints arising from both the energy and time domain.
This strategy is motivated by the fact that the energy and
time constraint interleave, and a joint scheduling approach
will further improve system performance, as is demonstrated
in Section V.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Extensive simulation experiment has been performed to
validate the proposed scheme in energy efficiency and deadline
miss rate. The proposed scheme is implemented in C++ and
run on a laptop equipped with an Intel Core i5 processor of
2.40 GHz, a 1 GB RAM, and the Ubuntu 10.04 operating sys-
tem. The proposed algorithm is compared with benchmarking
algorithms including the LSA [12] and HA-DVFS [17]. The
LSA proposed by Moser et al. postpones the execution of a
task as late as possible and the DVS technique is not employed
to scale down the operating frequency. In other words, the
LSA algorithm operates at a fixed operating frequency. The
LSA algorithm is implemented in this paper for comparison
study and it is assumed that the algorithm operates at the
maximum processor-supported frequency. Unlike the LSA
algorithm, the HA-DVFS algorithm proposed in [17] employs
the DVS technique to scale the processor to the lowest possible
frequency, and increases the operating frequency to enhance
energy efficiency when overflow occurs. For the sake of fair
comparison, the simulation settings adopted for the experiment
are similar to those adopted in benchmarking schemes.

An Intel XScale processor supporting five frequency levels
was utilized to estimate the energy consumption. The discrete
frequencies, supply voltage, TDP power, and idle power of
the processor are listed in Table I [25]. The solar energy is
selected as the renewable generation in the experiment. The
trace of harvesting power ph(t) is generated according to

ph(t) =
∣∣∣∣10 · N(t) · cos

(
t

70π

)
· cos

(
t

100π

)∣∣∣∣ (17)

where N(t) is a random variable with variance of 1 and mean
of 0 [12]. Fig. 5 shows the obtained power trace in a frame

Fig. 5. Example of the obtained solar power trace.

TABLE I

XSCALE FREQUENCIES, SUPPLY VOLTAGES, AND POWER [25]

of about 7000 time units, which is about five days long.
The average harvesting power ph of the system is derived
from this power trace.

The designed sets of real-time tasks are composed of
arbitrary number of periodic and aperiodic tasks, and each
task in a task set is generated based on the average harvesting
power. The period of a periodic task is randomly drawn from
the set {10, 20, 30, . . . , 120} under the assumption that each
value in the set has the same probability of being selected.
The relative deadline of a periodic task is assumed to equal the
period of the task. This approach is also utilized to generate the
relative deadlines of aperiodic tasks. Similarly, the release time
of an aperiodic task is randomly generated in the simulation
duration based on the uniform distribution of the probability.
The energy of a task τm , which is denoted by em , is generated
based on the uniform distribution of the probability in the
interval of [0, ph × dm], where ph is the average harvesting
power and dm is the relative deadline of the task τm . The worst
case execution time of the task is given by em/pN , where
pN is the power consumption of the processor running at the
maximum frequency fN .

A. Comparison of the Deadline Miss Rate for Fixed
Battery Capacity

The proposed task-scheduling algorithm is compared with
the HA-DVFS algorithm in deadline miss rate. The battery
capacity is assumed to be 1000 J and the initial energy stored
in the battery is assumed to be 500 J. The system utilization,
which is calculated as the sum of the utilizations of all tasks
in the task set, takes the values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. 3000
task sets are generated for each value of the system utilization.
Real-time tasks in each task set are scheduled using one of the
three scheduling schemes and the simulation is run for 12 h.
The ratio of the number of tasks that miss deadlines to the total
number of tasks in a task set is defined to be the deadline miss
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TABLE II

COMPARE THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM WITH HA-DVFS [17] WITH

RESPECT TO DEADLINE MISS RATE

rate of the task set. The deadline miss rate given in Table II
is the average value over the 3000 task sets.

Table II shows that the deadline miss rate of the proposed
scheme is close to that of the HA-DVFS. Note that the time
complexity of the proposed scheme is O(M N) while the
time complexity of the HA-DVFS is O(M2 N), where M is
the number of tasks in the task set and N is the processor-
supported frequency levels. It also has been shown in the
table that when the system utilization is low (e.g., 0.2), the
deadline miss rate of the proposed scheme approaches 0 while
the deadline miss rate of the HA-DVSF converges to a small
constant value. This is because the HA-DVSF decouples the
energy and time by always scaling the processor speed down
to the lowest possible frequency even if the system utilization
is small and large amount of energy is available, which may
lead to task deadline violation.

B. Comparison of the Deadline Miss Rate for Varying
Battery Capacity

The proposed scheme has been compared with the LSA [12]
and HA-DVFS [17] algorithm with respect to deadline miss
rate when the battery capacity varies. 3000 sets of real-time
tasks are generated and simulation is performed for each task
set for 12 h. The obtained deadline miss rate is averaged over
the 3000 sets of tasks. Let U denote the system utilization.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the proposed scheme, LSA,
and HA-DVFS algorithm when the battery capacity is small
(Ecap < 1000 J). Since the LSA algorithm runs at the highest
processor speed and does not utilize DVS technique to save
energy, thus, it depletes the battery energy fast and incurs much
higher deadline miss rate when compared with the proposed
scheme and the HA-DVFS algorithm. The HA-DVFS is an
aggressive scheme that always scales down the processor
frequency to the lowest possible level while the proposed
algorithm that jointly considers system utilization and energy
state is more conservative. When the battery capacity is small
the energy constraint becomes more critical, which is favorable
for the HA-DVFS algorithm. As is shown in Fig. 6, the
HA-DVFS outperforms the proposed algorithm for different
values of utilization when the battery capacity is less than
30 J .

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the proposed scheme, LSA,
and HA-DVFS algorithm when the battery capacity is large
(Ecap > 1000 J). When the battery capacity increases, the

Fig. 6. (a)–(d) Compare the proposed scheme with LSA [12] and
HA-DVFS [17] in deadline miss rate when battery capacity Ecap < 1000 J.

Fig. 7. (a)–(d) Compare the proposed scheme with LSA [12] and
HA-DVFS [17] in deadline miss rate when battery capacity Ecap > 1000 J.

amount of energy in a full battery is enough to finish task
execution. In this scenario, the energy constraint becomes less
critical when compared with the timing constraint. As a result,
the HA-DVFS algorithm that decouples the energy and timing
constraint has higher deadline miss rate as compared with the
proposed scheme that jointly considers the energy and time.
For the case of U = 0.6, the proposed scheme outperforms
the HA-DVFS in deadline miss rate when battery capacity is
greater than 15000 J . For the case of U = 0.8, the deadline
miss rate of the HA-DVFS exceeds that of the proposed
scheduling algorithm by about 4.1% and 11.5% when battery
capacity is greater than 5000 and 30 000 J , respectively, as is
shown in Fig. 7(d).

With the increase in battery capacity, the deadline miss
rate of the LSA algorithm decreases since there is enough
energy to finish task execution. As is shown in Fig. 7(d), the
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Fig. 8. (a)–(d) Amount of the current battery energy from 7:00 A.M. to
1:00 A.M. of the next day for system utilization U = 0.2, 0,4, 0.6, and 0.8.

LSA algorithm outperforms the HA-DVFS and the proposed
scheme when the battery capacity approaches 30 000 and
40 000 J , respectively, which is the typical capacity of two
to three pieces of zinc–carbon AA battery.

C. Comparison of Current Energy in the Battery

The battery capacity is crucial to system performance of
an energy-harvesting system. For given battery capacity, it is
desirable that the wasted energy due to overflow is minimal
and the current amount of energy in the battery is large enough
to maintain the normal operation of the system even in the
worst case of energy-harvesting condition. Thus the current
amount of energy in the battery is an important indicator of
system performance.

It is assumed that the battery capacity is 1000 J and the
initial energy stored in the battery is 500 J. The system
utilization takes the values of U = 0.2, 0,4, 0.6, and 0.8,
and simulation is performed for each value of the utilization.
The current amount of energy in the battery is averaged over
3000 generated sets of real-time tasks, and the simulation for
each task sets is run from 7:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M. of the next
day, which lasts for 18 h.

Fig. 8 shows that the amount of current energy in the battery
varies with different scheduling algorithms. Of the three algo-
rithms, the LSA has the smallest amount of current energy as it
operates at the highest processor-supported frequency and does
not employs DVS to save energy. Both the proposed scheme
and the HA-DVFS store the excess solar energy in the day
and save energy for perpetual operation in the night.

For the case of U = 0.2, the system workload is so low
that the timing constraints of real-time tasks can be satisfied
even at the lowest frequency level. Since the system does not
switch to the overloaded state and the harvesting rate is low
in this scenario, the proposed scheme is essentially reduced

Fig. 9. (a)–(d) Snapshot of the current battery energy in areas A, B, and C
for utilization U = 0.6.

to the HA-DVFS algorithm, thus, the current battery energy
is close under the two scheduling policies. For the case of
U = 0.4, the HA-DVFS algorithm that scales down the
processor to the lowest possible frequency tries to minimize
the amount of battery energy to be used, however, the proposed
scheme that jointly considers the energy and time may allocate
a portion of battery energy to mitigate the overloaded state.
As a result, the battery energy of the proposed scheme is less
than that of the HA-DVFS before the system adapts to the
harvesting power rate, as is shown in Fig. 8(b). For the case of
U = 0.8, the system workload is heavy and both algorithms
run at a relatively high processor speed without waste of the
harvested energy, thus, the curve for the current battery energy
is close.

Fig. 8(c) (U = 0.6) shows that when compared with
the HA-DVFS, the proposed algorithm is more conservative
when the harvesting rate is low (0 ∼ 104 s), builds up
the battery energy earlier when the harvesting rate increases
(104 ∼ 2 × 104 s), maintains a near full battery energy for
a longer period of time when the harvesting rate is high
(2 × 104 ∼4.5 × 104 s), and depletes the battery energy later
when the harvesting rate decreases (4.5 × 104 ∼ 6 × 104 s).
The proposed algorithm wastes less energy via its adaptive
characteristics when the harvesting rate is high. As a result, it
finishes the execution of more workload when the harvesting
power is high, which leaves more space to scale down the
processor speed when the harvesting power is low. This
property of the proposed algorithm contributes strikingly to
the lower deadline miss rate of the algorithm.

Fig. 9 gives snapshots of the Fig. 8(c). The areas A, B,
and C for the curve U = 0.6 are enlarged and details are
shown in the figure. It has been shown in the figure that when
the battery is near a full charge, both the proposed scheme
and the HA-DVFS attempt to enhance energy efficiency by
increasing processor speed. However, the HA-DVFS exceeds
the battery capacity of Ecap = 1000 J more frequently than
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TABLE III

COMPARE THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND THE HA-DVFS

ALGORITHM [17] IN SCHEDULING OVERHEADS

the proposed scheme does, which indicates that the HA-DVFS
incurs more energy loss. This is also due to the different design
principle of the two schemes. The HA-DVFS decouples the
energy and time constraints, and allocates the available energy
to the next single task to be executed. When excess solar
energy is produced, a single task cannot consume all the excess
energy. On the contrary, the proposed scheme jointly considers
system utilization and energy state, and allocates the excess
solar energy to multiple tasks in the feasible interval, which
effectively reduces energy waste.

D. Scheduling Overheads Analysis

The runtime performance of the proposed scheme and the
benchmarking algorithm HA-DVFS is evaluated using the
SimpleScalar, an open source computer architecture simu-
lator that is capable of providing cycle level estimation of
C-based applications [26]. The scheduling overheads of the
two algorithms are examined from the perspectives of the
queue length, the number of elementary operations, and the
number of SimpleScalar simulation-based instructions.

Five types of real-time task sets are generated, each of which
contains 10, 20, 40, 80, and 100 tasks, respectively. 1000 task
set instances are generated for each type, the scheduling of
real-time tasks in each instance is simulated for 3600 s, and
all the reported results are averaged over the 1000 task set
instances.

Let M denote the average queue length, let T denote the
average number of elementary operations for scheduling a sin-
gle task, and let I denote the average number of SimpleScalar
simulation-based instructions for scheduling tasks in a task set.
Note that the M and I are generated using SimpleScalar tool
set while the T is calculated based on the generated M using
(15) and (16). In fact, the T derived using the two equations
can be deemed as the theoretically computed scheduling over-
heads while the I can be considered the practical scheduling
overheads.

Table III compares the proposed scheme and the bench-
marking algorithm HA-DVFS in scheduling overheads. It
has been shown in the table that for task sets of varying
sizes, the average queue length M of the two algorithms are
close; however, the HA-DVFS has more computed scheduling
overheads T and more practical scheduling overheads I when
compared with the proposed scheme. For a task set of 100
real-time tasks, the average queue length of the two schemes
is about 95 while the computed and the practical scheduling
overheads of the HA-DVFS are about 24 and 7 times those of
the proposed scheme.

It also has been shown in the table that the computed
scheduling overheads T of the two algorithms conform well
with the practical scheduling overheads I . when the task
set size increases from 10 to 100, the computed T and
the practical I of the proposed algorithm increase by about
6.6 and 5.4 times, respectively, and the computed T and
the practical I of the HA-DVFS increase by about 37.9 and
32.3 times, respectively. This result is consistent with the time
complexity of the proposed and the HA-DVFS algorithms,
which is O(M N) and O(M2 N), respectively, where M is
the queue length and N is the processor-supported frequency
levels.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a dynamic frequency selection scheme
for energy-harvesting real-time systems. The proposed scheme
is featured by system state characterization from perspectives
of the system utilization and harvested energy with respect to
a certain interval. It maintains a queue for ready tasks. When
a new task arrives, it updates the ready task queue by inserting
the new task into the queue according to the EDF scheduling
policy, performs the state-aware frequency selection procedure
for tasks in the ready queue, and executes the task at the head
of the queue at the derived frequency. A task is removed from
the ready queue when its execution is finished. Simulation
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
Compared with the state-of-the-art scheme HA-DVFS, the
proposed scheme achieves comparable deadline miss rate for
varying values of system utilization at one order of magnitude
lower time complexity. When the battery capacity is greater
than 30 000 J, the deadline miss rate of the proposed scheme is
about 11.5% lower than that of the HA-DVFS. The results also
demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves higher energy
efficiency and is more resilient to the intermittent nature of
solar energy.

When the battery is near a full charge or overflow occurs, the
HA-DVFS exceeds the battery capacity more frequently than
the proposed scheme does, indicating more energy waste. The
future work seeks to investigate the dynamic task allocation
and frequency selection scheme for multiprocessor systems
based on the scheduling scheme proposed in this paper.
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